Price List

Silent Cube Compact
The Silent Cube Compact solution
is ideally suited for installations
with low to average storage
needs. All its components are
integrated into a thermallyoptimized and compact cube
(half 19-inch width, 6 HU) – an
extremely space-saving and
energy efficient solution. Its four
redundancies, two power units
for redundant power supply, and
two Gigabit Ethernet interfaces to

enable expansion with additional
long-term storage units makes
it not only ultra-secure but also
highly flexible.
The included Compliance Option
adds compatibility with a range of
Approved Solutions as well as the
output of electronic receipts for
proving revision-safety.

Highlights
ፚፚ Silent Cube Compact hard-disk
based long-term storage
ፚፚ Quadruple-redundant hard disk
drives with WORM hardware
and integrated Digital Audit
ፚፚ Optimized for maximum security,
lowest energy consumption and
minimum administrative efforts
ፚፚ Scalable and modular
ፚፚ Includes Compliance
Option and software for
second site replication

Sample configurations
➊ Single setup 2 TB net

➋ Replicated setup, 2x 16 TB net

ρρ 1x Silent Cube Compact 2 TB

ρρ 2x Silent Cube Compact 8 TB
ρρ 2x Silent Cube 8 TB

EUR 7,990.–

EUR 40,960.–

plus SLA p.a. EUR 1,438.20

plus SLA p.a. EUR 7,372.80
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➋
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Silent Cube Compact - revision-safe archival storage
ρρ Integrated head unit with internal SSD memory for cache and Cube Manager software
ρρ Integrated quadruple-redundant long-term storage with 12 hard disk drives
(4 each from 3 different vendors) and WORM hardware data sealing
ρρ Includes compliance option to verify the integrity of all stored data
Silent Cube Compact 2 TB net / 3 TB gross
with 80 GB SSD for cache and software
Silent Cube Compact 4 TB net / 6 TB gross
with 120 GB SSD for cache and software
Silent Cube Compact 8 TB net / 12 TB gross
with 240 GB SSD for cache and software

Art.No. 7052

EUR

7,990.–

Art.No. 7054

EUR

9,990.–

Art.No. 7058

EUR 12,490.–

Silent Cube long-term storage - four times the security
ρρ
ρρ
ρρ
ρρ

Quadruple-redundant hard disk drives with WORM hardware
2 energy-saving hard disks, 4 each from 3 different vendors (epidemic failure protection)
Consumes less than 2 watts of energy in standby mode
Half 19-inch width, 6 HU (rack mount optional)

Silent Cube storage unit 4 TB net / 6 TB gross
Silent Cube storage unit 8 TB net / 12 TB gross
Silent Cube storage unit 16 TB net / 24 TB gross
Silent Cube storage unit 24 TB net / 36 TB gross
Rack shelf for up to 6 Silent Cubes / Compact

Art.No. 7003
Art.No. 7002
Art.No. 7009
Art.No. 7007
Art.No. 7008

EUR 4,790.–
EUR 7,990.–
EUR 11,990.–
EUR 14,990.–
EUR
249.–

Compliance Options
ρρ
ρρ
ρρ
ρρ

Interfacing to any Approved Solution
Provides the 512-bit SHA-2 hash code (electronic receipt) serving to verify storage
Able to process archiving reports with signed timestamp (upon request)
One-time only installation (also when replicating with the integrated software)

Compliance Option | Additional volume types with retention date and versioning		
included
TimeStamp Option | Archiving reports with signed timestamp*
Art.No. 7005
EUR
495.–
SAP/ArchiveLink Option | SAP Content Server for direct archiving from SAP
Art.No. 7006
EUR 2.990.–

Service Level Agreement
ρρ Integral component of each Silent Cubes installation
ρρ Standard 5-year contract term, extends at constant prices
ρρ On-site service by FAST LTA and certified partners, includes all hardware components and software updates
SLA (prorated from total list price) with 5 years contract

*Contract with AuthentiDate required at additional costs.
Each installation coupled with a mandatory service level agreement.
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Art.No. 7200		

18% / year

